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Abstract 

In this thesis, we explore the proper visualization of Autodesk Revit data inside 

virtual reality applications by presenting a new optimization framework leveraging a 

custom plugin / tool inside Autodesk 3DS Max. This tool leverages new Autodesk software 

integration APIs, in conjunction with Maxscript (native language of 3DS Max) to read and 

translate BIM data from Revit, while preserving its metadata, materials and textures. 

Multiple model optimization procedures are applied automatically with the most important 

being the implementation of a Level of Detail (LOD) system for every model in the scene.  

 

To test our proposed framework, we conducted a comparative analysis of 

quantitative data gathered from multiple virtual reality applications deployed and running 

inside an Oculus Quest mobile VR device. Four different Revit case studies were used to 

develop these applications. They were chosen to exemplify the different levels of 

complexity that a BIM project can reach in real situations. The first set of applications were 

developed using our proposed framework, while the second set were developed using the 

Unreal Datasmith toolset by Epic Games.  

 

Results show that the applications developed using our proposed framework 

performed better than the applications developed using the Unreal Datasmith toolset, in 

terms of higher average frames per second, higher visual fidelity and lower GPU usage. 

Additionally, results show that while the implementation of LOD systems requires extra 

memory, its benefits regarding performance are substantial.  
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Chapter  1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Background and Motivation. 

1.1.1 Computer Assisted Drafting 

Computer Assisted Drafting (CAD) emerged in the 1960s as a way to leverage 

computer technologies to aid and facilitate any design process, it expanded quickly as it 

was proven to increase the productivity of the designer while boosting the overall quality 

of the design (Herron, 2010). Computer Aided Design is closely related to the field of 

three-dimensional (3D) modeling in computer graphics and particularly uses two important 

technologies in that field: Facet Modeling and Boundary Representation. 

 

Facet Modeling (Owen et al., 2002) represents surfaces as a mesh of many connected 

planar triangles (or polygons, in general), where the position, size and shape of these 

surfaces can be changed in order to represent different 3D objects in digital space.  

It was favorited, particularly in computer games and animation, for its simplicity and 

relative ease of programming (Russo et al., 2006). But its uses in the engineering field were 

limited as high accuracy models require millions of triangles to be rendered. 

Boundary Representation (B-REP), on the other hand, uses mathematically defined 

surfaces connected by topology to represent 3D objects, the most used mathematical 

method are the Non-uniform Rational B-Spline curves, usually referred to as NURBS 

curves (Schneider, 2014). 
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B-Rep methods can create concise and precise models that could easily represent 

complex shapes without the need to store large amount of polygonal information. Figure 1 

illustrates the use of Facet Modeling and B-REP for 3D objects. 

 

 

B-REP proved the best solution for engineering and is used in most of the computer 

aided design software aimed at manufacturing of industrial and consumer products, design, 

and simulation. Facet Modeling was developed as the preferred solution for developing 

less precise, high speed shapes needed for gaming, animation, and digital mock-ups.  

 

Recently, the use of facet modeling has become more common and more valuable in 

engineering workflows with the rise of new high-precision, low-cost technologies aimed 

at 3D scanning, medical scanning, 3D printing, and real-time virtual reality applications. 

Figure 1 Shows the differences between B-Rep and Faceted Geometry. 
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Multiple algorithms have been developed for translating boundary representation models 

such as NURBS into faceted data (polygons).  

 

Nevertheless, these algorithms strive to preserve the precise curves of B-REP and 

use millions of polygons in the process. While all these polygons could still be 

painstakingly rendered into a flat 2D image, and multiple of these images can be used in 

video animations, the same models are too complex to be used inside real-time graphics 

applications.    

 

Real-time and virtual reality (VR) applications, demand a new method of 

translating B-REP models into faceted models. The focus has moved away from the 

accurate and precise representation of a curve, into the ability to render the same curve as 

fast as 90 times every second, making mesh optimization one of the most pressing 

challenges in this process. This is where the development of Levels of Detail (LODs) 

comes in. 

 

The concept of Levels of Detail, in computer graphics, refers to the act of 

automatically reducing or increasing the visual quality of a 3D object based on its position 

and actual size on the screen. These techniques should remain unnoticed to the user since 

models affected are either distant or moving fast (Biljecki, et al., 2016).  Multiple LOD 

techniques exist and they usually target model complexity (number of triangles comprising 

a mesh); shader complexity (number of shader instructions); or texture complexity (texture 

compression, commonly referred to as mipmapping).  
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For the purposes of this research the concept of Level of Detail (LODs) was used only to 

refer to the mesh complexity of any given 3D model.  

 

 

1.1.2 The Building Information Model (BIM) 

The development of a Building Information Model (BIM) is a collaborative process 

that involves the generation and management of a digital repository, which includes 

representations of all the physical and functional characteristics of places (Eastman, et al., 

2008). This repository dynamically connects 2D blueprints for a building with its 3D model 

and its parameters inside the context menus. When a new window is added, or an existing 

window is resized inside the 3D view, this change will be automatically reflected in the 2D 

blueprints and on the context menu parameters. This repository of all the building data is 

commonly referred to as the "Digital Twin" (Borrmann et al., 2018). 

 

A BIM project can include multiple extra dimensions that go beyond the 3D model 

found in classic computer aided design development. 4D BIM adds the time dimension, 

making it possible to develop a construction schedule. 5D BIM adds the costs of materials, 

so that total construction costs can be updated automatically for new designs and concepts. 

6D BIM bridges the construction and operation phases of the building, providing a system 

that will facilitate and streamline facility management. Finally, 7D BIM leverages all the 

previous data to calculate and estimate operation and life-cycle costs, all based only on the 

Digital Twin, while the project is still on its design phase (Aengenvoort et al., 2016).  
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BIM allows professionals from all the different disciplines needed in the project, 

structural, construction, electrical, HVAC, and others to work inside the same digital 

repository were their models will be constantly compared and overlaid to avoid any 

collision or error, preventing any unpleasant surprises that might come up on-site during 

the construction phase.  

 

1.1.3 Gamification in the AEC field. 

Gaming has always been associated with having fun, so integrating gaming 

concepts into other, less entertaining tasks has proven to be a successful way to learn a new 

concept or get an idea across.  

In other words, gamification works (Wang et al., 2014). In the Architecture, 

Engineering and Construction (AEC) field, serious games are particularly useful to 

replicate dangerous environments or situations that could occur, these interactive 

simulations help train and educate users about potential treats as seen in various papers 

covered in my Related Works section. But, since the inception and expansion of BIM, the 

development of serious games has evolved into a tool that could fully replicate all the 

physical and functional characteristics of a building. This "Digital Twin" can help AEC 

professionals avoid any unforeseen problems, by consolidating all the project information 

in a single source that allows for real-time access to any changes and updates made. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

With BIM becoming the standard of the industry, software programs like Autodesk 

Revit (Autodesk 2019) have become a staple in architecture firms.  
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Revit modeling is based on B-REP technology, producing complex Computer 

Aided Design (CAD) inspired drawings that use mathematical curves, known as ACIS 

solids. One of the most important issues facing the expansion of BIM is providing a better 

level of understanding of the overall project and all its components. BIM development 

needs to step away from static models and spreadsheets and provide interactive real-time 

information that will: 

 

 Better communicate the design Intent to project Stakeholders. 
 Get stakeholders to buy into the visuals of the building. 
 Provide content that can be used for marketing. 
 Immerse the user inside the space and its components.  

 
 

Video game and virtual reality technologies have seen a steady increase in various 

fields due to the immersion and sense of presence they provide. Game engines (special 

software tools for making videogames) are becoming increasingly popular as illustrated by 

the growth of the Unreal Engine 4 and Unity 3D programs, whose adoption continues to 

grow (Forrester Consulting, 2018). 

 

Companies in the AEC field have had various degrees of success in implementing 

game engine and VR technologies, while encountering multiple limitations. One of the 

biggest limitations is model complexity. VR applications have set a standard of 90 frames 

per second (72 frames per second for the Oculus Quest mobile VR headset) so that the user 

feels comfortable while using the headset.  
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In order to achieve this desired frame rate, the meshes and textures used inside the 

applications need to be highly optimized. Common translation practices require 

intermediary software and conversion between multiple non-native formats. This usually 

introduces mesh errors that need to be cleaned up manually even before meshing. Finally, 

a VR ready model is obtained after multiple conversions and a long clean up procedure 

that requires the manual labor of trained individuals, raising production time and costs 

(Merschbrock, et al., 2014), (Vajak, et al., 2017), (Dinis, et al., 2017), (Yu-Cheng Lin, et 

al., 2018).   

In the recent months, multiple software companies have identified this problem and 

are working towards the development of new software tools that can partially or completely 

automate this desired model translation. The developers of the Unreal Engine took this 

matter into their own hands and launched their own format aimed at translating Computer 

Assisted Drafting data, named Unreal Datasmith (Epic Games, 2019).  

 

This new plugin gained popularity inside the AEC field due to it being released for 

free while still in beta form. It addresses model optimization using its own Level of Detail 

system. While it is a step in the right direction, my experiments show that this system has 

critical limitations when properly translating BIM data. This current approach at LOD 

creation is still based on a facet modeling workflow aimed at videogame content and 

introduces mesh errors when used for BIM data, while keeping a high triangle count.  
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Our primary research hypothesis is aimed at answering the following questions 

regarding the visualization of Autodesk Revit data inside virtual reality applications: 

 

 Could the new Autodesk software integration APIs be utilized to develop a new 

framework and automated pipeline? 

 What new tools are required? 

 How would this new framework perform against the current industry standards? 

 

1.3 Contribution 

The primary contribution of the research reported here is a new BIM optimization 

framework that offers a more streamlined and optimized way of translating Autodesk Revit 

projects into virtual reality applications while maintaining parametric metadata, materials 

and textures for every model.  

 

This pipeline leverages new Autodesk software integration features, in conjunction with 

Maxscript (native language of 3DS Max), to do as follows. Read and translate Revit data 

into 3DS Max. Get every model and create three extra versions of it, each with a different 

model complexity and lower triangle count. Check and fix possible mesh and lighting 

errors (by welding vertices, unifying normals and recreating smoothing groups).  

 

For every model, create a new UVW map channel with a new set of UV coordinates 

to be used for light baking. Models with the same name are grouped and added to a unique 

LOD system that leverages their different complexities inside the game engine.  
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The second contribution is a comparative analysis that evaluates the performance 

of the new pipeline. Four different Revit data case studies were compared. They were 

specifically chosen to exemplify the different levels of complexity that a Revit project can 

reach in real situations. Every translated Revit project was implemented inside a game 

application developed using the Unreal Engine 4 and deployed to the Oculus Quest VR 

device for comparison and performance analysis.  

 

1.4 Research Approach 

This research serves two purposes. Its first purpose is to present a new framework 

for the automatic translation and optimization of BIM data from Autodesk Revit.  

Its second purpose is to test the capabilities of the presented framework via a comparative 

analysis of quantitative data gathered from two sets of identical virtual reality game 

applications. The first set was created using the new proposed framework leveraging a new 

pipeline involving a new plugin / tool inside 3DS Max, while the second set was developed 

using the Unreal Datasmith toolset by Epic Games Enterprise. This toolset is considered 

the current standard of the industry, firstly because it is marketed and developed by a 

different branch of the same company that created the Unreal Engine. And secondly 

because a beta version of this toolset was made available free of charge through a 

subscription system (Kharvari et al., 2019).  
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Both sets of virtual reality game applications were deployed to run inside an Oculus 

Quest mobile VR device. The comparison metrics for this study were taken from the 

Oculus developer documentation (Oculus, 2019) and are as follows: 

 

 Average frames per second (FPS). 

 CPU utilization percentage.  

 GPU utilization percentage. 

 Available and Used Memory (measured in megabytes). 

 

 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

In Chapter 2, we will review prior research in the creation of a "Digital Twin" 

focusing on the topic of improving visualization techniques. Then we will review the usage 

of BIM data for the development of serious games that leverage videogame technologies, 

followed by a review of the first attempts at Levels of Detail inside BIM. We will also 

review the firsts attempts at the creation of virtual reality environments, starting with the 

“CAVE system” and finally expanding on the adoption of Head Mounted Displays as the 

current standard for VR consumption.  

In Chapter 3 we will overview and list the multiple challenges found in the 

literature, these limitations will be grouped under common topics to discuss how can they 

be properly addressed.  
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Chapter 4 will overview the development of the proposed plugin / tool and its 

components. Its usage, inputs and outputs will be discussed and explained.  

Chapter 5 will cover the comparative analysis. The computer software and 

hardware used for the comparison will be presented and discussed. Both sets of Revit game 

applications created will be compared by retrieving data from the Oculus Quest VR device, 

the methods used to retrieve this data will also be explained.  

Afterwards, a new comparison component will be introduced. Both Revit game 

applications with an LOD system will be compared with similar applications that don’t 

utilize any LOD system. This will clearly showcase the benefits that implementing an LOD 

system has in every case study.  

In Chapter 6 the data gathered from all the case studies and Revit game applications 

will be showcased. Comparisons will be discussed as well as the limitations found. Finally, 

some concluding remarks will be provided in Chapter 7. Following these chapters, we will 

have our appendices including any extra information.  
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Chapter  2: Related Work 

The concept of an interactive Building Information Model (BIM) as a tool to 

improve the way information is conveyed and shared has already been approached by 

previous researchers with various degrees of success. In this chapter, I give an overview of 

the related work focusing on research that leverages the interactivity provided by rendering 

graphics in real-time.  

 

2.1 The "Digital Twin" 

(Woksepp, el al. 2008) developed a study involving the complete digital recreation 

of a construction site using 3D graphics. With special attention given to systems provided 

by subcontractors like ventilation, drainage, etc. For a total of more than 10,000 3D objects. 

This “VR Model” was showcased on a special meeting room on site using multiple 

projectors for an added sense of immersion. While skeptical at first, construction workers 

rapidly got accustomed at having meetings while exploring the site using its digital 

counterpart and praised the increased level of understanding they get of the project 

especially in areas outside of their profession. They can now easily detect errors in the 

design or placement of certain elements and interactively explore different alternatives. 

The authors conclude that distributing information using 2D CAD drawings is 

ineffective and doesn’t provide the same level of understanding of the overall project as an 

interactive 3D model. They also acknowledge that designing in 2D and then creating a 3D 

representation for every object in every iteration of the design can be costly.  They claim 

that to reduce costs designs could be directly implemented as 3D models. This provides 
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some of the fundamental ideals that paved the way for the development of the Building 

Information Modeling theorem. 

 

2.2 Serious Games made from BIM 

The steady advancements in real-time graphics and game engine technology piqued 

the interest of researchers like (Yan et al., 2011) trying to add BIM projects into a serious 

game. They theorized and explained a “crossover module” that would leverage APIs and 

programing languages to properly translate 3D models from BIM and their corresponding 

parametric metadata to game applications. The theorized module would also properly 

handle texture files from BIM projects and properly import them to a game engine. While 

a complete implementation of the theorized module is not presented, the authors do discuss 

and present a simple game prototype that allows the user to visualize a BIM project from 

different perspectives by dynamically changing from a first-person view to a third-person 

view while also providing dynamic on-the-fly controls using game controllers. 

Developing computer games but with a meaningful serious purpose continued its 

expansion and is known as Triadic Game Design according to (Rüppel et al., 2011). Their 

paper presents a fire safety evacuation simulation using the game engine Ogre3D for 

rendering and a BIM made in Revit. The simulation done involves an explosion taking 

place inside the space. Two interfaces for BIM data extraction are discussed. The first one 

is claimed to leverage the IFC format (though this is never expanded later in the paper). 

While the second interface uses the Revit API to process BIM data via a plugin named 

"RevitToOgre" that generates separate files for 3D meshes, PhysX simulation, and model 

metadata using XML.  
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The authors only present one image of the simulated explosion inside the space 

showing that material textures are not supported. It’s apparent that the authors are only 

focused on the graphical quality of the explosion with disregard for 3D mesh optimization, 

and even metadata implementation losing the concept of BIM.  

 

Another interesting fire emergency evacuation simulation based on a BIM was 

developed in 2014 (Wang et al., 2014). The application allows users to create multiple 

custom virtual fire scenarios by loading desired emergency components through an 

inventory library. Behaviour scripts, particle systems and an adjustable path finding 

algorithm (based on semantic BIM data) were also implemented. The prototype splits BIM 

data into an FBX file for 3D meshes and a semantic information file (metadata). Data is 

merged back inside Unity using Object IDs. The authors discuss issues with low 

performance encountered when trying to test their prototype in multiple handheld devices. 

A simple BIM of a building floor was used.  

 

Research focusing on human behavior simulation and dynamic fire evolution 

simulation was developed by (Park et al., 2018) using Revit to create the BIM, and Pyrosim 

DSF for realistic fire simulations. The Unreal Engine 4 was used for rendering and for the 

development of AI-driven characters as evacuation agents that avoid intense fire areas. 

Authors mention future work on how big data analysis could be employed to generate real-

world situations of fire histories, drills and regulations making design decisions "more 

vivid" for architects. 
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A serious game using the BIM of a new hospital in Oslo was created by 

(Merschbrock et al, 2014). It was developed so that the 2500 healthcare professionals at 

work can familiarize themselves with the new space and contribute ideas for its design. A 

series of interviews were conducted with key persons to properly simulate their workdays 

inside the space. Changes in the design and layout were proposed to maximize productivity. 

The game was criticized since the hospital appeared to be empty and not busy like in real 

life. Design changes to the BIM had to be manually implemented inside the game version 

since the two are not connected. 

 

A serious game case study presented by (Bille et al., 2014) leverages the Revit DB 

Link to export BIM metadata, 3D models are exported from Revit using the FBX format. 

The authors theorize that the Unity AssetPostProcessor API could be used to import 

metadata into Unity and attach it to the correct model, they advocate for dividing the BIM 

into two core sets of components to be processed separately. One for the 3D geometry data 

and the second one for the associated model metadata.  

 

(Meža, et al., 2014) created a mobile augmented reality (AR) application to display 

a 4D BIM leveraging IFC data. The 3D model data was used by first converting it to the 

OBJ format using IFCOpenShell.  The OBJs are then fed into the Layar3D Model 

Converter so they can be imported into the mobile environment. The complete 3D model 

would not run on mobile due to its complexity. So, the authors decided to only use the load-

bearing structure. Tests show that faster, newer devices provide a better experience. 
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Authors never mention mesh optimization, poly count or frames per second suggesting a 

lack of understanding of these topics.  

 

The research by (Pouke et al., 2018) allows for the visualization of parametric BIM 

data in real-time with sensor architecture implemented in two workflows for web-based 

3D smart home visualizations using ThingSpeak (JSON format) and a WSDL SOAP 

webserver. Only temperature data was implemented providing only a single data type. 

XML tags generated by SOAP result in large file sizes and slower transfer speeds. The 

authors’ mention that the Building Information Model was meshed manually using a low-

poly approach since they consider that BIMs might be too complex for real-time utilization, 

they contain elements that must be removed, and must be converted in other formats to be 

utilized in game engines. 

 

2.3 The Level of Detail inside BIM 

The research done by (Boeykens, et al., 2011) not only discusses the concept of 

model complexity and its effects on performance, it also proposes a way to tackle this 

problem inside and outside of Revit. The authors showcase a parametric column model 

with a "resolution" parameter that controls 5 different LODs within. Custom "tagging" 

options through parameters in the BIM control which of the five meshes will be displayed 

on screen. On export, optimization is approached by hosting five different FBX files, each 

one with its own LOD, inside a custom object that renders only one model at a time 

depending on its distance to the user.  
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While this is the correct, game industry standard approach, the manual workflows 

presented cannot be implemented in real projects since they require five versions of every 

model inside the project.  

 

2.4 The Dawn of VR, the CAVE system 

In the quest of improving the ways a BIM can be visualized and experienced, (Kang 

et al., 2014) proposed the use of a CAVE system. This system places users in a room were 

multiple connected computers and projectors display a continuous image into the walls, 

floors, and ceilings. Covering the entire field of view of the user creating a sense of 

presence and immersion. The authors developed a plugin that connects and creates the 

same camera movement inside the same NavisWorks scene running in three different 

computers for a coordinated image in four different screens. Model metadata was not 

implemented or displayed. 

 

The research by (Kieferle et al, 2015) adds interactivity to the CAVE system using 

body tracking inside the software COVISE. Users are fitted with a glove and a head mount 

containing tracking points visible to motion capture cameras. The glove can be used to 

teleport around the scene pointing at “Viewport” icons. It can also be used to selected and 

move objects. The user carries a tablet connected to the system that displays parametric 

metadata information of the selected object, this information can be changed using the 

tablet’s touch screen or inside a 3D UI that follows their head movement. The graphical 

capabilities of COVISE are shown to be subpar to commercial game engines. 
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In their case study of a cancer hospital, (Yu-Cheng Lin et al., 2018) propose an 

interactive BIM design application using the Unreal Engine and a CAVE system. The game 

was leveraged in a workshop to gather feedback on the space design from multiple groups 

of people. Users can select models and access their metadata contained in its own database 

while navigating the space with a game controller.  

 

2.5 The arrival of the Head Mounted Displays 

The development and commercialization of Head Mounted Displays ushered in the 

new era of interactive virtual reality. The complicated and expensive installations 

necessary for a CAVE system became a thing of the past. These new hardware technologies 

have sparked the interest of multiple researchers trying to correctly display their BIM data 

in an interactive Virtual Reality space.  

 

(Shen, et al., 2012) created a serious game for virtual on-site visiting of building 

HVAC systems and based it around the newly released Oculus Rift Head Mounted Display 

(HMD) prototype. The Virtual Reality Toolkit plugin for Unity 3D was used to get their 

content in VR. A PHP based air-flow database was implemented within the Unity 3D web 

plugin for the training scenarios.  

 

(Johansson, Roupe, et al., 2014, 2015 and 2016). Developed extensive research 

based around BIM, real-time graphics and the Oculus Rift prototype and published three 

papers. The first one details how they developed their own OpenGL rendering engine using 

the Oculus API to make it VR capable, it also includes the creation of a Revit plugin for 
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extracting BIM data. The second paper was based on the user studies conducted using the 

developed system.  

The authors mention that all the participants praised the experience of being in a 

1:1 scale with the digital building and consider it allowed then to better interpret and 

understand the space.  An architect praised VR as a good way to communicate and share 

ideas with coworkers, stakeholders and others. It is also mentioned that it could be used for 

the decision-making process. The third paper is focused on the visualization of large BIM 

projects in real-time.  

The authors present a comparative analysis of four commonly used software to 

create BIMs based on their real-time rendering performance. After a detailed performance 

comparison between the software and a detailed analysis of each one, Solibri OPT is 

claimed to offer the best performance. Afterwards, the development of their own BIM 

viewer is presented. It uses Visibility culling (occlusion) as its main acceleration technique 

and managed to outperform Solibri OPT. Finally, the authors mention the need for LODs 

and data streaming techniques to be implemented for a better performance in general.  

 

  A Comparative study were user performance was evaluated on a set of identical 

tasks taking place in a physical office environment and in an immersive VR replica was 

developed by (Heydarian, et al., 2015). A BIM of the space was created in Revit and 

manually polished in 3DS Max. The Worldviz Vizard VR software was used for rendering 

and it was connected to an Oculus Rift DK1, Microsoft Kinect 1 and a Wand Tracker. 112 

participants completed questionnaires after performing the real and VR tasks. Results 

showed that the VR experience was a satisfactory representation of the real environment. 
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No significant difference was discovered in the performance of users between the VR or 

physical spaces during everyday office-related tasks. 

Only space navigation was not perceived as realistic since the users were not 

physically moving around the space, the users also pointed out the low resolution of the 

DK1 screens. This research provides evidence that VR spaces can be used to study user 

behaviour, document user preferences and measure their performance inside architectural 

spaces. Providing useful data that can be used to improve the design of any space.  

 

(Dinis, et al. 2017) present multiple small AR and VR prototypes developed by 

Masters students in an introductory class using CAD with manual translation of models 

into Unity 3D. These prototypes are designed to teach K -12 and pre university students 

about the role and professional activities of a Civil Engineer. They were presented in an 

outreach event were the authors used a Likert Scale to survey the students. Data gathered 

shows that 75% of the students considered that the VR interface was significantly important 

to understand the concepts presented.  

 

(Yang, et al. 2018) present a VR application focused on Facilities Management. 

Unity and the Virtual Reality Toolkit (VRTK) API are leveraged to add interactive pointer 

controls that overlay model metadata on the screen per laser point or controller touch from 

the user. The authors claim that Unity and C# allow for a higher degree of customization 

when compared to Fuzor, a Revit plugin that offers native integration tools.  
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Fuzor needs and external database based on Excel to display metadata, its API 

provides limited functionality in the development of customized interactive applications, 

and its graphical quality is subpar to game engines like Unity or UE4. 

 

The implementation of a Virtual Reality serious game for a Public Library was 

created by (Minyaev, et al. 2018). Workshops conducted brought together researchers, 

library staff and library users to develop ideas and preliminary concepts. The experiences 

developed were selected based on the workshop proceedings, this are a VR book search 

and book recommendation menus and a VR art gallery. Finally, only one installation was 

created inside the library with no user study conducted to determine user satisfaction, or 

other research topics.  

 

The research by (Boeykens, et al., 2018) proposes a more polished game based on 

a BIM that splits-up complex projects into separate modules, adding extra detail to the 

project by incorporating complex facades created in modeling software like 3DS Max. 

Extra interactivity is also included, utilizing animations that present the assembly of the 

model, with explanatory text and dynamic color-coding of the models. The authors mention 

how most current workflows still rely on splitting the transfer of geometry and information, 

usually into separate formats and files and treating them as separate components. A better 

and faster integration could be achieved by using IFC files that contain and process both 

model data and parametric metadata.  
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(Wong et al., 2019) present an experience-based interactive lighting design 

approach that simulates multiple lighting approaches inside a BIM, Unity and the FBX file 

format. Authors used the Universal Material Converter plugin (UMC) to manually recreate 

the materials in 3DS Max. There is no mention of metadata being connected back to its 

corresponding model inside Unity. 

 

2.6 Real-time communication between BIM and Game applications 

Multiple research has focused on having direct, back and forth communication 

between a BIM project and its game counterpart. The work by (Edwards, et al., 2015) 

proposes the use of a Unity webserver connecting the game application to the BIM project 

inside Revit. Unity server and client modules run the same game. The client modules can 

place and move elements in the scene, this is interactively replicated in the server module. 

A user-study was conducted with pre and post surveys, it only compared multiple input 

devices ranging from Kinect, HMD and tablets to regular mouse and keyboard. While the 

multiplayer networking features inside Unity allowed multiple users to interact inside the 

game, the proposed goal to translate user changes inside the game engine back to the BIM 

project was not achieved.  

 

(Hilfert, et al., 2015) conceptualized advanced interactions using the Oculus Rift 

with a Leap Motion device attached for hand tracking and the Microsoft Kinect for full-

body tracking. The authors theorized workflow includes an open source BIMServer with 

user credentials to centralize data. A c++ plugin to translate IFC models into UE4 actors. 

A material database combining BIMServer data with UE4 materials.  
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Network connectivity between multiple clients. And finally, a method for detecting 

already existing IFC models and instancing new copies. These concepts are only theorized 

and explained with diagrams. No prototype is presented, only one test involving an IFC 

model imported into UE4 is discussed and shown in a figure. Referring to this test, the 

authors mention lag spikes, and the FPS data presented is below VR standards. Metadata 

integration is not shown. Future work is needed to demonstrate the feasibility of the 

complete proposed methodology and its theorized components. 

 

(Kado, et al. 2018) developed a VR application that incorporates a two-way 

cooperation system were changes done in VR are reflected in the BIM and vice-versa. 

ArchiCAD 20 and UE4 are combined with a relay database based on PostgreSQL.  

A Delta Update Function uses timestamps and unique IDs given to all the components.  

If a timestamp changes then the database looks inside the element for more changes to 

automatically update things like elements, parameters, materials and meshes. Even with a 

simple BIM project, the app performance is way below VR standards. Delays of several 

seconds occur when trying to visualize any changes made to the scene, most likely due to 

large file data conversions done inside the server. 

 

Researchers (Grandon, et al. 2018) envisioned the creation of a unique tool that will 

allow for BIM files to be directly translated to Game engines with minimal steps in 

between. Unity Assetbundles are used to encapsulate models, their materials, and even 

whole scenes. An FBX file is used within a custom Unity virtual machine to automatically 

generate Assetbundles and give them an ID.  
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These are saved inside a server setup using RESTful protocols. The local Unity 

software connects to the server and displays a list of the available Assetbundles, 

downloading them on request, saving them temporally and loading the scene in VR. Sadly, 

the concept of BIM was lost since no parametric metadata was implemented or discussed. 

The issue relies on the workflow’s dependence on the FBX format. Only this format was 

used when extracting BIM data and when creating Assetbundles, limiting the capabilities 

of the game application.  

 

An interesting BIM inside VR system created by (Du, et al. 2018) interactively 

synchronizes data between a Revit project and the Unity 3D application. A Cloud Server 

reads and constantly updates elements in the project based on Element IDs.  

The application creates requests for updated information every few seconds, tagged 

elements in the database are recognized as changed and automatically requested. A pointer 

system displays Revit BIM metadata inside Unity. Authors mention that big BIM projects 

with multiple objects will require more computing power in the searching / scanning 

process, slowing down the synchronization and creating lag. Mesh optimization is not 

discussed, most likely not needed for the simple BIM showcased. 

 

The application by (Nandavar, et al. 2018) lets users interact and manipulate models 

in VR and synchronize the changes to the original model, it is based on the vendor-neutral 

platform OpenBIM. Data exchange between BIM and VR based is based on the IFC and 

XML formats using the xBIM Toolkit (open-source SDK for IFC). 
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A prototype is presented with three different scenarios showcasing different levels 

of complexity, after the user terminates the VR application, the system creates a new IFC 

file containing all user changes as theorized. The Realtime performance in FPS of the three 

different scenarios is not discussed. Optimization of complex BIM components is not 

considered. Screen freezes when querying the file for model metadata display. Materials 

and textures inside the BIM are not supported.  The plugin requires the user to pick a color 

for the different model categories. The authors state that the system lacks the capability to 

handle large BIM projects and is yet to achieve a high-quality rendering of the model in 

VR. 

 

(Liu et al., 2019) Present a Web3D based real-time visualization of large-scale BIM 

scenes, including data light weighting, indexing, semantics analysis and scene 

management. The proposed algorithms for semantics light weighting, repetitive objects 

removal and scene index structure are implemented on Away3D using c++, sadly, they are 

roughly explained. The authors used an engine based on obsolete technologies like Flash3D 

and Action Script. Optimization is done to the B-REP geometry with no discussion on 

meshing and its benefits. Only a few pictures of the prototype are shown, and they show 

poor graphical quality with no materials, no textures and no implementation of metadata. 

It is mentioned that the application runs at around 30 FPS which is not acceptable by 

today’s standards. 
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(Chenaux et al., 2019) present a new concept the labeled City Information 

Modeling (CIM). It combines geospatial data and building attributes and behaviors into an 

integrated multiplatform. Bringing together BIM with GIS. Python was used to import a 

SketchUp file into ArcGIS. Datasets are handled by a PostgreSQL spatial database. 

Geomagic Wrap was used for meshing. The authors mention limitations in the manual 

segmentation and conversion of point cloud data from Lidar scans. Also, mesh 

optimization was not discussed or implemented. The performance of the application was 

not discussed, metadata integration not discussed. Processing times are elevated for these 

large datasets.  
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Chapter  3: Gap Analysis  

As shown in the previous section, companies in the Architecture, Engineering and 

Construction field have had various degrees of success in implementing game 

technologies, while encountering multiple limitations. In the next section I give an 

overview of the most common limitations found in the literature. 

 

3.1 Summary of Existing Limitations  

 

3.1.1 Manually recreating models 

As mentioned before, in order to correctly import 3D models from a BIM project 

to game engine applications they need to be translated from B-REP models to faceted 

polygonal models. Various researchers decided not to translate their models or materials 

and opted for their manual recreation inside digital modeling software like 3DS Max or 

Maya.   

 

The workflow by (Boeykens, et al., 2011) requires the manual modeling of each of 

the five different levels of detail. On their serious games, (Merschbrock, et al., 2014), 

(Vajak, et al., 2017), (Dinis, et al., 2017), (Yu-Cheng Lin, et al., 2018) and (Pouke, et al., 

2018) only used the BIM as a reference for the remodeling of the whole environment.  

They mentioned this was a time-consuming, work-intensive and tedious. The prototype 

developed by (Bille, et al., 2014) and (Wong, et al., 2019) required the manual recreation 

of materials using 3DS Max and the UMC plugin. For their VR experience, (Yang, et al., 

2018) used Maya for the manual optimization of meshes and for material conversion.  
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3.1.2 Parametric Metadata Ignored. 

One of the cornerstones inside a BIM is its inclusion of the parametric metadata of 

every model and element inside the digital scene. The fire safety evacuation simulation by 

(Rüppel, et al., 2011), the virtual on-site visiting app by (Shen, et al., 2012), the hospital 

BIM game by (Merschbrock, et al., 2014), the VR Revit plugin by (Johansson , et al., 

2015), the VR serious game by (Hilfert, et al., 2015), the multiuser BIM based collaborative 

app by (Edwards, et al., 2015), the Web3D app by (Liu, et al., 2016), the virtual tour by 

(Grandon, et al., 2018), the human behavior simulation and dynamic fire evolution 

simulation by (Park, et al., 2018), all of them glanced over, or completely ignored the 

parametric metadata that every BIM project requires. Without the parametric metadata, the 

project becomes just an interactive architectural visualization and can no longer be 

considered a BIM. 

 

3.1.3 Utilizing a Basic BIM. 

The research done by (Edwards, et al., 2015), (Kieferle, et al., 2015), (Dinis, et al., 

2017), (Du, et al., 2018), (Kado, et al., 2018), used a simple BIM model of only walls, 

floors, doors, and stairs for their prototypes. A model like that does not exemplify a real-

life BIM project. 
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3.1.4 No mesh optimization performed. 

Authors like (Rüppel, et al., 2011), (Wang, et al., 2014), (Hilfert, et al. 2015), 

(Grandon, et al., 2018), and (Park, et al., 2018) decided to handle mesh translation by 

exporting an FBX file from Revit, this properly translated 3D models, but it did not 

optimize them in any way. Larger and more complex models caused low performance. The 

mobile AR application by (Meža, et al., 2014) could not load the complete 3D model due 

to its complexity. So, the authors decided to only use the load-bearing structure, limiting 

the use and scope of the application. The work by (Kieferle, et al., 2015) mentions a 

database optimized for "rendering and interaction" but only simple models are showcased 

running in the system with no discussion on its performance. In the case of (Du, et al., 

2018) and (Chenaux, et al. 2019) the lack of optimization meant larger datasets that 

increased processing times.  

 

A lack of proper mesh optimization in the work of (Nandavar, et al., 2019) caused 

screen freezes when querying the file for model metadata display. The authors stated that 

the system lacks the capability to handle large BIM projects and is yet to achieve high-

quality rendering of a model in VR. 

 

The work by (Johansson, et al., 2015) mentions that LODs and data streaming 

techniques should be implemented to achieve a better performance in general. As 

mentioned before, the work of (Boeykens, et al., 2011) discusses the concept of model 

complexity and its effects on performance, with the authors proposing the manual creation 

of five different levels of detail for their model.  
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3.1.5 Merging back BIM Components. 

The work by (Rüppel, et al., 2011), mentions the creation of separated files for 

meshes, PhysX simulations, and model parameters using XML files. In their paper, (Bille, 

et al., 2014), advocate for dividing the BIM into two core sets of components to be 

processed separately. One for the 3D geometry data and the second one for the associated 

model metadata without any explanation on how to merge these components back. 

(Boeykens, et al., 2018) mention how most current workflows still rely on splitting the 

transfer of geometry and information, usually into separate formats and files and treating 

them as separate components. They state that a better and faster integration could be 

achieved by using IFC files that contain and process both model data and parametric 

metadata.  

 

3.2 Proposed Solution  

This research addresses all the presented limitations. The first limitation presented 

is based on the manual recreation of models. Our solution uses the 3D models inside the 

Autodesk Revit file and translates them to be used without the need of any manual work.   

 

The second limitation presented is based on ignoring or discarding the parametric 

metadata. Our solution retains the parametric metadata from Revit inside every single 

model so that it can be accessed inside the real-time application.  
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The third limitation presented is based on previous work only using a simple BIM 

dataset. Our solution presents four different Revit projects specifically chosen to exemplify 

the different levels of complexity that a BIM can reach.   

 

The fourth limitation presented is based on previous work not discussing or 

implementing mesh optimization. Our solution addresses mesh optimization with the 

automatic generation of four Levels of Detail (LODs) for every model. This LODs 

dynamically change based on the size of the model on screen.  

 

Finally, the fifth limitation presented is based on previous work separating BIM 

data into multiple files and the issues related to bringing the data back together. Our 

solution keeps all the models, levels of detail, parametric metadata, materials and textures 

inside a single file.  
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Chapter  4: Proposed Workflow Design. 

 

4.1 Overview.  

This chapter will cover the development of a new optimization framework for 

Building Information Models, implemented as a plugin / tool inside Autodesk 3DS Max. 

This plugin / tool was created entirely using Maxscript, the built-in scripting language of 

3DS Max (Autodesk, 2019) and leverages new scripting functions that expanded the 

interoperability between Revit and 3DS Max in recent versions of the software. 

 

The steps taken by this tool are:  

 

1. Read and translate Revit data into 3DSMax (preserving metadata, materials and 

textures).  

2. Get every model and create three extra versions of it, each with a different model 

complexity and lower triangle count.  

3. Check and fix possible mesh and lighting errors (by welding vertices, unifying 

normals and recreating smoothing groups).  

4. For every model, create a new UVW map channel with a new set of UV coordinates 

to be used for light baking. 

5. Group models with the same name and add them to their own LOD system. 

6. Convert the Autodesk materials applied to the models to standard materials that can 

be read by inside a game engine.  

7. Export the scene using the FBX format. 
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 Figure 2 presents a graphical representation of these steps: 

Figure 2 shows a diagram representing all the steps the script takes. 

 

 

4.2 Revit translation using functions in Maxscript.  

Now the main Maxscript functions used for translating BIM data will be presented. 

We started by creating the main window to house all buttons that will run my code. This is 

done using the “newRolloutFloater” function, it takes the name of the window and its width 

and height.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Function that creates the floating window housing the script. 
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We had to make sure that the units are properly setup inside the software, the Unreal 

Engine’s default units are centimeters, so this unit was used. 

 

The first button is implemented using a “button” function. When pressed this will 

open a window asking the user to locate a Revit file. 

 

The “RevitEngine” custom function was used to turn off certain elements in the 

process since by default the software translates elements like cameras, lights and the 

daylight environment system. They are not needed in my opinion since they do not translate 

properly to UE4 (specially the Revit environment system). 

 

Afterwards, the combine options had to be set. The software can combine multiple 

objects inside the Revit scene, it can combine all objects into a single mesh, combine by 

family, combine by category, combine by material, and others.  

Figure 4 Function that sets units to centimeters. 

Figure 5 Button Function. 

Figure 6 Function to ignore certain components inside the BIM data. 
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This could be useful to improve performance, but sadly the parametric metadata for 

every object is lost when combining. This metadata is needed to properly represent BIM 

data, so the combine option must be set to not combine.  

 

Both “view detail” and “simplify mesh” mesh optimization functions provided by 

the software were applied and set to their maximum values for every LOD version. Now, 

the main “geometry detail” function was used to create the necessary optimized versions 

with lower triangle counts. The LOD0, LOD1, LOD2 and LOD3 versions of every model 

were made running the code four different times with different "geometry detail" values. 

 

 

The next step is to handle materials. The material function translates any material 

and texture found in the Revit data. This works as expected, but when using this for the 

LOD system, issues arose. The code was creating four different versions of each model 

and every version was bringing their own material (by default 3DS Max just adds an 

incremental number like “_2” at the end of every new material name and moves on without 

using the existing material). This means that every material and texture are repeated four 

times, this is not acceptable and will affect performance. 

Figure 7 Setting the combine option. 

Figure 8 Setting the mesh optimization functions for the LOD1 
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All LODs inside a model need to share the same materials for optimization 

purposes. To achieve this, only the main instance of the LOD system (LOD0) was set to  

translate the materials and textures from the Revit data, then the other 3 LODs were set to 

ignore their materials and had a standard placeholder material applied to them, avoiding 

material duplicates. 

 

 

4.3 Automating the model optimization.  

With the models and their proper metadata, materials, textures and LOD versions 

in place inside 3DS Max some extra steps need to be taken to avoid any possible mesh 

errors that might occur inside the Unreal Engine.  

 

4.3.1 Tessellating the models.  

The first step is to fully convert all the meshes to triangles. The previous process 

still maintains some NURBS curves features specially in models with multiple curved 

surfaces. The “ProOptimizer” modifier function was called within Maxscript to leave only 

the triangles inside the mesh. 

 

 

Figure 9 Placeholder material added to LOD1 - 3. 

Figure 10 ProOptimizer Modifier Function 
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4.3.2 Welding vertices to seal the meshes.  

With all the meshes fully tessellated, they need to be sealed to avoid any light leaks 

or black spots when viewed inside the Unreal Engine. Maxscript functions selected all the 

vertices inside a mesh and welded them using a threshold of 0.01. This value targets only 

open faces and keeps the rest intact.  

 

4.3.3 Recreating the mesh Normals. 

The code selects the faces inside all the sealed meshes and resets their normals. 

This fixes any shading errors that might have occurred in the translation and the tessellation 

process.  

 

4.3.4 Recreating the Smoothing Groups.  

The code can also select all the faces inside all the sealed models and auto-smooth 

them based on their coordinates and normals. This improves the look and flow of curved 

models especially of curves with lower triangle counts in their LOD3 versions. 

  

 

 

Figure 11 Welding the vertices inside every object. 
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4.4 Creating Lightmap UVs 

The performance limitations of developing for mobile Android platforms require 

that all the shadows inside a scene are baked and displayed as a texture. This extra texture 

is then applied to any models receiving shadows.  To achieve this, an extra UV map channel 

needs to be created. This new set of UVs saved to the second map channel are commonly 

known as “Lightmaps”. The “UVWUnwrap” modifier function was used inside Maxscript 

in conjunction with the “Flatten Mapping” algorithm to automatically create these maps 

for every LOD version of every model.  

 

 

4.5 Creating the LOD System. 

With all the LOD versions created and optimized they were added to an LOD 

system that tells the Unreal Engine that they belong together and should be imported as the 

same Static Mesh. To achieve this the Maxscript code inspects the names of all the models 

in the scene and groups the ones with the same name.  Then the code runs functions inside 

the Level of Detail utility to convert the simple group into an LOD system that can be 

properly read by the Unreal Engine. 

 

 

Figure 12 Part of the utility function that creates the Level of Detail systems. 
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4.6 Converting Materials to Standard. 

In their current form, the materials applied to all the models in scene are not 

supported by the FBX exporter or the Unreal Engine. All the materials and bitmap textures 

need to be converted to the standard material. The last section of the plugin transforms all 

the Autodesk Bitmap texture functions into standard functions. Autodesk Noise 

components are not supported and should be deleted (this will be covered in detail in the 

discussion and limitations section). Finally, the Scene Converter utility was used to convert 

every Autodesk material from Revit into a Standard material.  

 

4.7 Exporting the Data. 

Finally, the complete scene is exported using the Autodesk FBX format. This 

unique file holds every model within its own LOD System including parametric metadata 

and materials with their corresponding textures.  
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4.8 Overview of the Plugin UI 

The following figure showcases the UI of the Plugin and how every button includes 

multiple labels that explain their functionality. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 The plugin UI inside 3DS Max. 
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Chapter  5: Comparative Analysis. 

 

5.1 Head Mounted Displays. 

When conceptualizing and designing a new structure, flat sketches, blueprints and 

spreadsheets of data can only convey a limited portion of the design concept and intention 

that architects and engineers have in their minds. The development and adoption of Head 

Mounted Displays (HMDs) that track user movement and replicate it inside a virtual 

environment has disrupted multiple fields due to the level of immersion they provide 

(Johansson, Roupe, et al., 2014, 2015, and 2016). The sense of presence provided by these 

technologies is exactly what architects and engineers need to properly get their ideas 

across. Now, the "Digital Twin" derived from the BIM interactive database can move from 

a flat 2D screen to an immersive digital environment were designers, contractors, investors 

and ultimately buyers can literally take a walking tour inside it and experience everything 

firsthand and at real scale.  

 

5.2 Equipment and Hardware. 

The same computer was used to process and create every application. It has the 

following specifications: 

 Windows 10 Pro. 
 Intel Core i7-6820HK processor.  
 NVIDIA GeForce 1070 graphics card. 
 Samsung 970 PRO NVMe SSD boot hard drive with a capacity of 512 gigabytes. 
 Samsung 970 EVO Plus NVMe SSD data hard drive with a capacity of one terabyte.  
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Software used includes Autodesk Revit 2020 and Autodesk 3DS Max 2020 under 

a student license. The Unreal Engine 4.23.1 version was used with the Unreal Datasmith 

plugin also on its 4.23.1 version. NVIDIA Codeworks for Android version 1R7u1 was used 

to compile and deploy the applications. Finally, the Oculus Quest mobile Virtual Reality 

device was used to run all the Revit game applications. Metrics were obtained using the 

OVR Metrics Tool version 1.4 software provided free of charge by Oculus. This software 

runs in the background inside the VR device and exports multiple metrics as .CSV files 

that can be retrieved inside Windows.  

 

5.3 Evaluation Criteria. 

The comparison metrics for this study were taken from the Oculus developer 

documentation (Oculus, 2019) and represent the standard data that should be gathered to 

measure and troubleshoot the performance on an application inside the VR device. They 

are as follows: 

 

5.3.1 Average Frames Per Second. 

This represents the number of frames that the hardware can render every second. 

This number is limited by the display refresh rate of the device. The Oculus Quest displays 

have a refresh rate of 72 frames per second (FPS), meaning that applications should run at 

72 FPS for optimal performance. Applications running at 60 FPS are still considered 

acceptable, while applications running at less than 30 FPS will most likely cause 

discomfort on the user (Oculus, 2019). 
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5.3.2 CPU ad GPU Utilization. 

This represents the percentage of processing power that is currently in use by the 

application. Both for CPU and GPU are treated and examined separately. Since, optimizing 

CPU performance is not the same that optimizing GPU performance.  

 

5.3.3 Available Memory. 

This number represents the amount of free memory available inside the device. This 

metric is measured in Megabytes. We used it to track real-time memory usage of every 

application. 

 

 

5.4 Why the Oculus Quest. 

While any HMD can provide an immersive experience, the latest device released 

by Oculus on May 2019 provides an elevated sense of freedom and range of movement 

that is not available to tethered devices. The Oculus Quest device is a self-contained unit 

that leverages smartphone technologies to stream, download and render real-time 

applications or video while at the same time tracking the environment around it and the 

two controllers representing the hands of the user. This device was chosen not only for its 

extra level of immersion and freedom of movement, but also for its ease of use, and even 

easier setup.  
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Users can just wear the HMD and hand controllers, and everything works as 

expected. This eliminates the need for intricate setups were users need to mount external 

tracking stations that need their own power source, and USB connection to a high-end 

computer. Then, after setting the hardware, the user must run a long calibration test to make 

sure the sensors, HMD and controllers are properly tracked.  

 

The Oculus Quest still has multiple limitations. The most important being the 

limited graphics rendering performance coming from the Qualcomm Snapdragon 835 

mobile processor. The device is also battery powered, so graphically intense applications 

will drain the battery in just under two hours.  

 

5.5 Case Studies and Results 

In this section I will present every case study and the recorded data results, both 

from the application developed using our proposed framework (from now on referred to as 

RVTSCRIPT) and the application developed using the Unreal Datasmith toolset (from now 

on referred to as DATASMITH). As mentioned before data was recorded as .CSV files 

using the OVR Metrics Tool application. The user followed a specific walkthrough inside 

the application, with designated stops inside the environment. This kept the data consistent 

between the applications.  
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5.5.1 Small House Concept 

This case study showcases a small Revit project of a single space house. The house 

includes multiple furniture and cabinet models as seen in figure 21.  

 

Figure 14 Image of the single space house captured inside the Oculus Quest. 
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The first criteria compared was the Average Frame rate. The optimal results should be as 

close to 72 Frames per Second as possible. Data can be visualized in Figure 18. 

 

Applications Mean Average Median Average  Mode Average Max Value Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT  62.73 62 72 72 51 

DATASMITH 60.54 61 67 72 44 

Table 1 Analyzing the Average Frames per Second data. 

 

Data shows that the RVTSCRIPT application reaches the optimal mode of 72 FPS 

with a minimum value of 51. While the DATASMITH application only reaches a mode of 

67, with a minimum value of 44. Based on this it can be considered that the RVTSCRIPT 

application has an improved performance of around 5 FPS from the DATASMITH 

application. 

 

Figure 15 Average Frame Rate data from the RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications. 
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The second criteria compared is the CPU utilization within the VR device. Data can be 

visualized in figure 19.  

 

Applications Mean Average  Median Average Mode Average Max Value  Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT  36.65 36 35 55 17 

DATASMITH 34.07 34.5 30 50 14 

Table 2 Analyzing the CPU Utilization data. 

 

Data shows that the RVTSCRIPT application reaches a mode of 35% with a 

minimum value of 17% while the DATASMITH application reaches a mode of 30% with 

a minimum value of 14%. Based on this it can be said that the RVTSCRIPT application 

CPU utilization is around 5% higher than the CPU utilization of the DATASMITH 

application. Since both applications are only using about half the processing power of the 

CPU inside the device, it can be said that this metric doesn’t affect the overall performance 

of both applications.  

Figure 16 Average CPU Utilization data from the RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications. 
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The third criteria compared was the GPU utilization within the VR device. Data can be 

visualized in figure 20. 

 

 

Data shows that the RVTSCRIPT application reaches a mode of 95% with a 

minimum value of 56% while the DATASMITH application reaches a mode of 96% with 

a minimum value of 20%. Based on this it can be said that both applications are highly 

dependent on the processing power of the GPU. It can also be said that the RVTSCRIPT’s 

GPU utilization mean is 3.31% lower than the GPU utilization of the DATASMITH 

application.   

 

Applications Mean Average  Median Average Mode Average Max Value  Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT  89.87 93 95 99 56 

DATASMITH 93.18 95 96 99 20 

Table 3 Analyzing the GPU Utilization data. 

Figure 17 Average GPU Utilization data from the RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications. 
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The fourth criteria compared was the available memory in the VR device while the 

application is running. Data can be visualized in figure 21. 

 

Applications Mean Average  Median Average Mode Average Max Value  Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT  1140.63 1146.5 1154 1158 1105 

DATASMITH 1252.81 1254 1259 1261 1239 

Table 4 Analyzing the Available memory data. 

 

The available memory metric gathered by the software also tells us the amount of 

memory that is being used. Data shows that the RVTSCRIPT application has a mode of 

1154 megabytes available while running, while the DATASMITH application has a mode 

of 1259 megabytes available. After analyzing the data is clear that the RVTSCRIPT 

application uses around 100 megabytes more than the DATASMITH application. As stated 

before, the total memory of the device is 4000 megabytes (4gb).  

Figure 18 Available memory data from the RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications. 
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This means that both applications still have more than a quarter of the total memory 

available. So, it’s safe to say that this metric is not impacting the performance of both 

applications.  

 

Finally, the applications with an LOD system were compared to identical 

applications without an LOD system. These extra applications are labeled as LOD0 

(highest quality and triangle count), and LOD3 (lowest quality and triangle count). Based 

on their importance for the performance of the application, only the Average Frames per 

Second and Available memory metrics were used.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19 Average frames per second data from the RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications. 
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Applications Mean Average  Median Average Mode Average Max Value  Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT WITH LODs 62.73 62 72 72 51 

DATASMITH WITH LODs 60.54 61 67 72 44 

RVTSCRIPT LOD0 46.33 38 33 72 29 

DATASMITH LOD0 44.07 43 33 72 30 

RVTSCRIPT LOD3 63.57 69 72 72 47 

DATASMITH LOD3 54.41 55 46 72 44 

Table 5  Analyzing the Frame Rate data from six different applications. 

 

The data analysis revealed that both applications on their LOD0 version only 

reached a mode of 33 FPS. Almost half the performance of that of their counterparts with 

LOD systems. Showcasing the importance of the LOD system.  

The RVTSCRIPT LOD3 version reached the desired 72 FPS as expected but the 

DATASMITH LOD3 version struggled and only reached a mode average of 46 FPS.  

 

 

 

Figure 20 Available memory data from the RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications. 
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Applications Mean Average  Median Average Mode Average Max Value  Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT WITH LODs 1140.63 1146.5 1154 1158 1105 

DATASMITH WITH LODs 1252.81 1254 1259 1261 1239 

RVTSCRIPT LOD0 969.25 965 966 973 940 

DATASMITH LOD0 1202.01 1206 1255 1271 1121 

RVTSCRIPT LOD3 1303.16 1323.5 1329 1332 1213 

DATASMITH LOD3 1207.49 1209 1213 1218 1173 

Table 6 Analyzing available memory data from six different applications. 

 

The RVTSCRIPT LOD0 version uses around 200 megabytes more than its 

counterpart with the LOD system and it’s the version that uses the most amount of memory. 

The RVTSCRIPT LOD3 version uses the least amount of memory followed by 

DATASMITH WITH LODs version. The data revealed that all 6 versions still have a 

considerable amount of memory available, so memory usage is not affecting their 

performance.  
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5.5.2 Kitchen Room 

 

This case study represents a real-life Revit project double the size of the previous case 

study. It includes two rooms with multiple different appliances and extras as seen in Figure 

24. 

 

 

Figure 21 Image showing the Kitchen room scene, captured inside the Oculus Quest. 
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The first criteria compared was the Average Frame rate. The optimal results should be as 

close to 72 Frames per Second as possible. Results are shown in Figure 25. 

 

 

Applications Mean Average Median Average  Mode Average Max Value Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT  66.67 69 72 72 57 

DATASMITH 48.57 48 48 72 44 

Table 7 Analyzing the Average Frame Rate data. 

 

Data shows that the RVTSCRIPT application has a mean of 66.67 versus 48.57 

from the DATASMITH application, this shows a performance improvement of almost 18 

frames per second. The minimum value of the RVTSCRIPT application is also higher by 

a considerable 12 frames per second.  

 

Figure 22 Average frames per second data from the RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications. 
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The second criteria compared is the CPU utilization within the VR device. Data can be 

visualized in figure 26. 

 

Applications Mean Average Median Average  Mode Average Max Value Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT  45.34 44 42 68 27 

DATASMITH 32.5 33 33 55 16 

Table 8 Analyzing the CPU Utilization data. 

 

Data shows that the RVTSCRIPT application has a mean of 45.34 versus 32.5 from its 

DATASMITH counterpart. Since both means are under 50% and the maximum value 

reached is only 68%, it is safe to say that CPU utilization is not impacting the performance 

of the applications.  

 

 

Figure 23 Average CPU Utilization data from the RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications. 
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The third criteria compared was the GPU utilization within the VR device. Data can be 

visualized in figure 27. 

 

Applications Mean Average Median Average  Mode Average Max Value Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT  91.57 94 95 99 64 

DATASMITH 96.57 97 97 99 88 

Table 9 Analyzing the GPU Utilization data. 

 

Data shows that the RVTSCRIPT application has a mean of 91.57 versus 96.57 on the 

DATASMITH application. While both applications are GPU bound, and will always 

demand high usage of the GPU, a lower GPU usage creates less heat from the device and 

less battery drainage, so it is considered beneficial. Nevertheless, this shouldn’t affect 

performance. 

 

Figure 24 Average GPU Utilization data from the RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications. 
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The fourth criteria compared was the available memory in the VR device while the 

application is running. This metric is measured in megabytes. Data can be visualized in 

figure 28. 

 

Applications Mean Average Median Average  Mode Average Max Value Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT  861.08 861 894 990 749 

DATASMITH 897.24 899 901 918 883 

Table 10 Analyzing the Available memory data. 

 

This metric helps us determine how much memory is the application using, data 

shows that, the same as the last case study, the RVTSCRIPT application uses more memory 

than its DATASMITH counterpart.  

 

 

Figure 25 Available memory data from the RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications. 
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Finally, the applications with an LOD system were compared to identical 

applications without an LOD system. These extra applications are labeled as LOD0 

(highest quality and triangle count), and LOD3 (lowest quality and triangle count). Based 

on their importance for the performance of the application, only the Average Frames per 

Second and Available memory metrics were used. 

 

Applications Mean Average  Median Average Mode Average Max Value  Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT WITH LODs 66.67 69 72 72 53 

DATASMITH WITH LODs 48.57 48 48 72 44 

RVTSCRIPT LOD0 56.02 55 55 72 48 

DATASMITH LOD0 48.43 48 43 72 41 

RVTSCRIPT LOD3 68.41 72 72 72 52 

DATASMITH LOD3 52.58 52 49 72 43 

 

Figure 26 Average frames per second data from the RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications 
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Data shows how the RVTSCRIPT WITH LODs application reaches the highest mean 

average. Followed by the both LOD3 versions with lower quality. The RVTSCRIPT LOD3 

version reached the desired 72 FPS as expected but the DATASMITH LOD3 version 

struggled and only reached a mode of 49 FPS.  

 

 

 

Applications Mean Average  Median Average Mode Average Max Value  Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT WITH LODs 861.08 861 894 990 749 

DATASMITH WITH LODs 897.24 899 901 918 833 

RVTSCRIPT LOD0 1050.06 1059 1059 1074 986 

DATASMITH LOD0 1170.34 1171 1173 1184 1144 

RVTSCRIPT LOD3 1053.33 1051 1051 1158 1031 

DATASMITH LOD3 1165.18 1164 1161 1190 1142 

Table 11 Analyzing available memory data from six different applications. 

 

Figure 27 Available memory data from the RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications. 
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Data shows that both DATASMITH LOD0 and LOD3 applications use the least 

amount of memory. Followed by their RVTSCRIPT counterparts. Then both applications 

with LOD systems start similar, but the RVTSCRIPT application ends up using the most 

memory of all, following the same trend of the previous case study. 

 

5.5.3 Anglican Christ Church 

This case study represents a more complex Revit project of a two-story building 

with multiple decorations on the façade and a complex wood interior. The walkthrough 

takes a loop through the outside and then into basement floor followed by the main floor. 

 

Figure 28 Anglican Christ Church BIM, image captured inside the Oculus Quest. 
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The first criteria compared was the Average Frame rate. The optimal results should be as 

close to 72 Frames per Second as possible. Data can be visualized in Figure 29. 

 

Applications Mean Average Median Average  Mode Average Max Value Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT  47.35 48 48 72 28 

DATASMITH 43.95 43 46 72 31 

 

Data shows a mean of 47.35 for the RVTSCRIPT application and 43.95 for its 

DATASMITH counterpart. This tells us that the RVTSCRIPT application performs 3.4 

frames per second better than its DATASMITH counterpart. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29 Average frames per second chart. 
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The second criteria compared is the CPU utilization within the VR device. Data can be 

visualized in figure 30. 

 

Applications Mean Average Median Average  Mode Average Max Value Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT  34.85 35 35 50 15 

DATASMITH 32.79 33 30 60 16 

Table 12 Analyzing the CPU Utilization data. 

 

Data shows that the RVTSCRIPT application utilizes an approximate 3% more 

CPU power than its DATASMITH counterpart. Nevertheless, both applications use less 

than 50% of the CPU processing power, so this metric shouldn’t affect their performance.  

 

 

 

Figure 30 CPU Utilization percentage chart. 
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The third criteria compared was the GPU utilization within the VR device. Data can be 

visualized in figure 31. 

 

Applications Mean Average Median Average  Mode Average Max Value Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT  92.49 95 96 99 14 

DATASMITH 93.51 96 97 99 14 

Table 13  Analyzing the GPU Utilization data. 

 

Data shows a difference of only one percent (1%) on the GPU utilization of both 

RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications. Their minimum and maximum values are 

also the same.  

 

 

Figure 31 CPU Utilization percentage chart. 
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The fourth criteria compared was the available memory in the VR device while the 

application is running. This metric is measured in megabytes. Data can be visualized in 

figure 32. 

 

Applications Mean Average Median Average  Mode Average Max Value Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT  1222.02 1220 1221 1410 1200 

DATASMITH 1248.77 1248 1249 1431 1222 

Table 14 Analyzing available memory data. 

 

Data shows that the RVTSCRIPT application uses more memory than its 

DATASMITH counterpart and maintains its consistency with the previous case studies. 

The extra memory used is not enough to affect performance.  

 

 

Figure 32 Available memory chart. 
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Finally, the applications with an LOD system were compared to identical 

applications without an LOD system. These extra applications are labeled as LOD0 

(highest quality and triangle count), and LOD3 (lowest quality and triangle count). Based 

on their importance for the performance of the application, only the Average Frames per 

Second and Available memory metrics were used. 

 

Applications Mean Average  Median Average Mode Average Max Value  Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT WITH LODs 47.35 48 48 72 28 

DATASMITH WITH LODs 43.95 43 46 72 31 

RVTSCRIPT LOD0 43.74 39 36 72 29 

DATASMITH LOD0 40.41 37 36 72 30 

RVTSCRIPT LOD3 52.92 49 49 72 31 

DATASMITH LOD3 48.85 48 48 72 37 

 

Figure 33 Average frames per second data from the RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications. 
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Data shows the RVTSCRIPT LOD3 version having the best performance overall, 

followed closely by the DATASMITH LOD3 and then the RVTSCRIPT with LODs. The 

worst performance goes to the DATASMITH LOD0 application.  

 

 

 

Applications Mean Average  Median Average Mode Average Max Value  Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT WITH LODs 1222.02 1220 1221 1410 1200 

DATASMITH WITH LODs 1248.78 1248 1249 1431 1222 

RVTSCRIPT LOD0 1386.65 1385 1399 1406 1350 

DATASMITH LOD0 1444.47 1444 1450 1545 1424 

RVTSCRIPT LOD3 1424.57 1425 1428 1434 1390 

DATASMITH LOD3 1532.46 1532 1529 1545 1511 

Table 15 Analyzing average memory data from six different applications. 

 

Figure 34 Average frames per second data from the RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications. 
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Data shows that both LOD systems use more memory than the other applications. 

With the RVTSCRIPT WITH LODs being the one that uses the most memory of all. Both 

Datasmith LOD3 applications use less memory than their RVTSCRIPT counterparts. With 

the DATASMITH LOD3 application using the least memory of all.  

 

 

5.5.4 Peace Tower 

This case study was designed to stress test the performance of pipeline and of the 

Oculus Quest VR device by using a high quality, fully detailed BIM of the Peace Tower, 

and iconic part of Canada’s Parliamentary Precinct. 

 

Figure 35 Image of the Peace Tower captured inside the Oculus Quest 
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The first criteria compared was the Average Frame rate. The optimal results should be as 

close to 72 Frames per Second as possible. Data can be visualized in Figure 36. 

  

Table 16 visualizing the average frames per second data. 

 

Data clearly shows that this complex case study limits the performance of the 

device. While both applications still reach the desired 72 FPS at times, their mean averages 

are way lower. The RVTSCRIPT application has a mean of only 21.69 while its 

DATASMITH counterpart only manages 17.14.  

 

 

Applications Mean Average Median Average  Mode Average Max Value Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT  21.69 18 16 72 16 

DATASMITH 17.14 13 13 72 11 

Figure 36 Average frames per second chart. 
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The second criteria compared is the CPU utilization within the VR device. Data can be 

visualized in figure 37. 

 

Applications Mean Average Median Average  Mode Average Max Value Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT  35.18 35 33 57 17 

DATASMITH 35.70 35 38 85 21 

Table 17 visualize the CPU utilization data. 

 

Data shows an almost identical mean between both applications. It is also shown 

that the DATASMITH application has a bigger impact on the CPU. The recurring trend 

continues showing that the CPU utilization is low enough that is not affecting performance 

in any way. 

 

 

Figure 37 CPU Utilization Chart. 
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The third criteria compared was the GPU utilization within the VR device. Data can be 

visualized in figure 38. 

 

Applications Mean Average Median Average  Mode Average Max Value Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT  87.13 92 92 94 14 

DATASMITH 85.70 93 95 97 14 

Table 18 visualize the GPU utilization data. 

 

Data shows that the RVTSCRIPT application has a higher mean of around 2% 

compared to its DATASMITH counterpart. Despite this the DATASMITH application has 

higher values on all the other categories. It could be said that both applications are evenly 

matched in this metric.  

 

 

 

Figure 38 GPU utilization chart. 
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The fourth criteria compared was the available memory in the VR device while the 

application is running. This metric is measured in megabytes. Data can be visualized in 

figure 39. 

 

Applications Mean Average Median Average  Mode Average Max Value Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT  786.63 769 769 1918 722 

DATASMITH 472.88 427 426 1432 397 

Table 19 Analyzing available memory data. 

 

Data shows that the DATASMITH application has high memory usage, since it is 

using approximately 300 megabytes more than the RVTSCRIPT application.  Both 

applications are using a considerable amount of extra memory compared to the other case 

studies. 

 

 

Figure 39 Available memory chart. 
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Finally, the applications with an LOD system were compared to identical 

applications without an LOD system. These extra applications are labeled as LOD0 

(highest quality and triangle count), and LOD3 (lowest quality and triangle count). Based 

on their importance for the performance of the application, only the Average Frames per 

Second and Available memory metrics were used. 

 

Applications Mean Average  Median Average Mode Average Max Value  Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT WITH LODs 21.69 18 16 72 16 

DATASMITH WITH LODs 17.14 13 13 72 11 

RVTSCRIPT LOD0 14.83 11 11 72 10 

DATASMITH LOD0 8.79 10 11 72 1 

RVTSCRIPT LOD3 25.73 20 20 72 7 

DATASMITH LOD3 15.55 12 12 72 11 

Table 20 Analyzing average frames per second data from six different applications. 

 

Figure 40 Average frames per second data from the RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications. 
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Data shows the continuing trend between case studies. Simplified LOD3 versions 

achieve greater performance. In this case though, the RVTSCRIPT LOD3 version averages 

10 FPS higher than its DATASMITH LOD3 counterpart. LOD0 versions got the lowest 

numbers. Our RVTSCRIPT WITH LODs version still outperforms all the DATASMITH 

versions. 

 

 

 

Table 21 Analyzing memory usage data from six different applications. 

Applications Mean Average  Median Average Mode Average Max Value  Min Value 

RVTSCRIPT WITH LODs 786.63 769 769 1918 722 

DATASMITH WITH LODs 472.88 427 426 1432 397 

RVTSCRIPT LOD0 1042.79 1044 1045 1136 853 

DATASMITH LOD0 990.56 942 938 1739 919 

RVTSCRIPT LOD3 1148.47 1147 1144 1168 1139 

DATASMITH LOD3 1418.62 1423 1424 1435 1285 

Figure 41 Average frames per second data from the RVTSCRIPT and DATASMITH applications. 
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Data shows that the applications with LOD systems use more memory following 

the trend from the previous case studies. The DATASMITH LOD3 version uses the least 

amount of memory followed by the RVTSCRIPT LOD3. There is still a fair amount of 

memory left, even in the DATASMITH WITH LODs application. This means that memory 

usage is still not impacting performance.  
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Chapter  6: Discussion 

 

6.1 Analysis breakdown 

Looking at the results, we can see that the Revit game applications developed using 

our proposed framework performed better than the applications developed using the Unreal 

Datasmith toolset. Both using a Level of Detail (LOD) system: 

 

Mode average frames per second by case study (max 72 FPS): Proposed Framework Unreal Datasmith 

Small House Concept  72 67 

Kitchen Room 72 48 

Anglican Christ Church 48 46 

Peace Tower 16 13 

Table 22 average frames per second data compared. 

 

Also, without using a Level of Detail system: 

Mode average frames per second by 

case study (max 72 FPS): 

Proposed 

Framework 

LOD0 

Proposed 

Framework 

LOD3 

Unreal  

Datasmith 

LOD0 

Unreal  

Datasmith 

LOD3 

Small House Concept 33 72 33 46 

Kitchen Room 55 72 43 49 

Anglican Christ Church 36 49 36 48 

Peace Tower 11 20 11 12 

Table 23 average frames per second data compared from apps without the LOD system. 

 

The figure below provides a better representation of the data and shows how the 

proposed framework applications outperforming the Unreal Datasmith applications. 
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Additionally, the data tells us that implementing LOD systems requires extra 

memory. The four different versions of every model in the scene (inside the LOD system), 

need to be saved in memory so they can be easily accessed and swapped dynamically in 

real-time. The Oculus Quest VR device includes a generous 4 GB of RAM; therefore, extra 

memory usage is possible and free of impacting performance.  

 

Figure 42 Frames Per Second of all applications. 
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6.2 Visual Quality Comparison. 

In two out of the four case studies, applications developed with the Unreal Datasmith 

toolset are missing some key materials and textures, they were automatically replaced by 

a generic texture not found inside the Revit scene. This can be seen in figure 42. 

 

 

 

In all the case studies, applications developed with the Unreal Datasmith toolset 

have small but visible mesh errors in their heavily reduced LOD3 versions. This can be 

seen in Figures 43, 44, 45 and 46.  

Figure 43 Datasmith app (Left) missing materials available in the Revit scene and in the proposed framework app (Right). 
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Figure 44 Kitchen Datasmith LOD3 app (Left), same app but made with the proposed framework (Right). 

 

Figure 45 Small House Datasmith LOD3 app (Left), same app but made with the proposed framework (Right). 
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Figure 46 Church interior datasmith LOD3 app (Left), same app but made with the proposed framework (Right). 

 

 

Figure 47 Peace Tower datasmith LOD3 app (Left), same app but made with the proposed framework (Right). 
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6.3 Limitations.  

 

Further analysis showed that two of the four case studies couldn’t perform at the 

recommended mean average of 72 frames per second (Quest VRC, 2019). This metric is 

inversely correlated with the GPU utilization percentage that was measured in the upper 

nineties for every application. This tells us that application performance is limited by the 

GPU’s processing capabilities. Further manual optimization techniques could be applied 

inside the Unreal Engine to reach this desired frame rate, but they are considered external 

to the automated framework presented.  

 

A limitation found in the proposed framework is the conversion of certain materials. 

The Autodesk Noise bitmap found in two of the four case studies could not be 

automatically converted to a map that a game engine could interpret. A warning for this 

limitation has been added as a label inside the plugin UI (see figure 13 in Chapter 4.8). 

Any Autodesk Noise bitmaps need to be deleted to avoid error messages from the code.  

 

Additionally, transparent materials like glass are not properly read inside the Unreal 

Engine and they are imported as opaque materials. The user must manually change these 

materials so they can be transparent again. Also, imported lights have a high intensity value 

that needs to be lowered manually so that it properly reflects the value inside the Revit 

project.  
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Further research would involve the development of additional automation tools 

inside the Unreal Engine leveraging the newly integrated experimental Python API (Unreal 

Python API, 2019). A system called Hierarchical Level of Detail (HLOD) recently 

implemented inside the Unreal Engine on its 4.22 version (Unreal HLOD, 2019) could be 

implemented to create more optimized LOD3 versions, or even LOD4 versions reducing 

the performance impact of elements further in the background.  

 

Finally, additional qualitative data could be gathered in the form of a user study, this could 

introduce new metrics related to application comfort, ease of use of the metadata display 

system and overall perceived visual quality of the scene. 
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Chapter  7: Conclusion  

This research aimed at answering two main questions regarding the visualization 

of Autodesk Revit data inside virtual reality applications: 

 

 Can a more optimized and streamlined framework be developed for accurate data 

translation? 

 How would this new framework perform against the current industry standards? 

 

We explored these questions by identifying the current limitations found in the 

literature and the right tools to address them. We then presented a new optimization 

framework as a plugin / tool inside Autodesk 3DS Max. This tool leverages new Autodesk 

software integration APIs, in conjunction with Maxscript (native language of 3DS Max) to 

read and translate BIM data while preserving its metadata, materials and textures. The tool 

automatically performs multiple model optimization procedures (presented in detail in 

section 4.1), with the most important being the implementation of a Level of Detail (LOD) 

system for every model in the scene.  

 

This system holds four different versions of the same model ranging from the 

highest quality model (known as LOD0) to the more simplified and low-quality model 

(known as LOD3). Then it dynamically swaps between them based on their size on the 

screen, so that models at a distance are not displayed at full quality.  
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To answer the second question proposed, we presented a comparative analysis of 

quantitative data gathered from multiple virtual reality applications deployed and running 

inside an Oculus Quest mobile VR device. Four different BIM data case studies were used 

to develop these applications. The first set of applications were developed using our 

proposed framework, while the second set were developed using the Unreal Datasmith 

toolset by Epic Games.  

 

The performance implications of implementing a Level of Detail system were also 

tested and compared between the two sets of applications. LOD0 and LOD3 versions of 

every case study were developed and compared with their counterparts with LOD systems 

in place. 

 

Results show that the applications developed using our proposed framework had 

fewer visible mesh errors and performed better than the applications developed using the 

Unreal Datasmith toolset, both in terms of higher Average frames per second and lower 

GPU usage. This was true for both sets of applications, the ones using a Level of Detail 

(LOD) system and the ones that don’t. Additionally, results show that while the 

implementation of LOD systems requires extra memory, its benefits regarding 

performance are substantial.  

 

Future work needs to tackle limitations in the framework regarding material 

conversion. We also consider that conducting a user study could be beneficial to introduce 

some additional qualitative comparison metrics.     
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